The following books are recommended. The essential chapters will be available in class, but better understanding can be achieved if you have the whole books. Optional readings will be recommended for particular sessions of the course.
In addition, students are required to subscribe to a national or global newspaper with full business coverage (and/or to the newspaper's web site). This generally means the Financial Times (of London), the Wall St. Journal, or the New York Times. Subscriptions can be purchased as follows:
Financial Times: In many respects the Financial Times is the best source for understanding global business. Recently the FT has been notorious for experimenting with different pricing strategies. But discounted student digital subscriptions have been available at https://sub.ft.com/spa_stu/. Home delivery of the printed newspaper is available in most of Silicon Valley. (For this course, you can use print or digital or both.) A helpful discussion of pricing for non-digital Financial Times subscriptions (and monthly subscriptions) is at: http://blogs.reuters.com/felix-salmon/2012/05/03/why-is-an-ft-subscription-so-expensive/ Wall St. Journal: Many low-cost deals have been offered. It's probably best simply to search for "Wall St. Journal student subscription" on line. If ordering a Wall St. Journal student subscription, please list your professor as Robert Wood of San Jose State University.
NY Times: Discounted student subscriptions available at http://homedelivery.nytimes.com/HDS/CMHome.do?mode=CMHome&CampaignCode=384XR . Note the Times requires a university email address to get the university student rate.
Writing resources
Although this is not a "writing course," an important goal is the development of your ability to write the kind of reports, memos, and other work that will help you achieve excellence and gain recognition in your career. So excellent writing is important. If you do not own one, consider purchasing a style and grammar guide such as The Bedford Handbook (Bedford/St. Martin's). Work with it to improve your grammar and organizational skills.
Grading -Weighting:
In-class assignment(s) on trade 2% International Trade Paper 15% Case analysis 9% Quizzes on the global system and global business strategy
28%
Final Project 26% Class Participation 20%
The final project includes both a written report and an oral presentation. Two-thirds of the grading weight for the final project will be on the written report and one-third on the oral presentation.
Groups
Because teams are central to management and entrepreneurship, and team members can help each other learn, this course uses teams as learning and working units. For the first paper, team members will discuss the topic and then write individual papers. The second assignment (a case analysis) and the final project are group assignments. (On the final project, the paper must identify at least two pages primarily written by each group member.) Note: Occasionally, a student will fail to perform for his or her team. Where this is a serious problem, groups have the option of firing a team member. A request to fire a team member must be made in writing, and it must clearly describe reasons for the proposed action. A description of the planned action must also be provided to the team member. If a team member is fired, he or she must complete each remaining assignment alone. Despite what the Purdue web page says, you need not include an abstract in papers of less than 10 pages or so. Moreover, for the final project, where a summary is required, it is appropriate to use the business term "executive summary" rather than "abstract.")
Citation of sources
Instead of following an academic style, some students may prefer to explain their sources in a way that would be appropriate in a corporate memo. This is also acceptable. However, remember that if you do not explain where you got your data well enough for me to believe it, you will be marked down. If you use a corporate way of citation, think of yourself as writing for someone who is skeptical of your facts.
Written Assignments

Assignment 1 -International Trade Paper
Recently international trade has become a major issue in developed countries. From WW II until today, developed countries led by the U.S. have promoted free trade, arguing it contributed to prosperity for all. However, politicians including President Donald Trump and the socialist Bernie Sanders and have attacked this policy. Answer in a brief essay (no more than four double-spaced pages).
Assignment 2 -Case Analysis
The assignment for the case analysis will be passed out in class and available on Canvas.
Final Project
For the final project, you will address either of two challenges:
A. Make a strategic business proposal that involves action across borders. Propose a new business or a new activity by an existing business that crosses international borders. Develop hypotheses about how the project should work and test them by interviewing potential customers, suppliers, etc. If the proposal is for a business you are not directly involved with, it can be a proposal for a consulting project. Show why you believe your proposal would be profitable and beneficial. Identify the barriers, especially economic, political, social/cultural, and ecological barriers related to differences among countries that will make your project difficult. Then show how you would overcome those barriers.
B. Show how a group of businesspeople can address an issue/problem in the global economy.
Develop a project that addresses a problem in the global economy (environmental, social, regional development, poverty, etc.). Develop a report and presentation that demonstrates the feasibility of your approach and gives strong evidence that it is worthwhile. Typically in these projects you will take the role of an entrepreneur in the early stages of a business. However, you can also propose how you would/will address a problem as an activist (a businessperson who will conduct a public campaign) or an intrapreneur developing a project that will be executed within an existing firm.
For either A or B, you are not required to do a complete business plan (with financial projections, etc.). You should, however, do any research and financial projections necessary to make a plausible case that your project can work. For example, if you propose a business that will sell a product at retail, do a projection that will show what price your product can sell for and how many you have to sell to create a profitable business. Then demonstrate that you are likely to sell that many at that price. Your project may be considered a feasibility study for the plan you might carry out.
Typical lengths would be about 20 pages for a three-person team, 25 pages for a team of 4 or more. The final report must indicate who is primarily responsible for at least some of the sections of the report -each person should be responsible for at least 2 pages of the report.
If not all members of a team share the same interests, they may break into smaller groups with each doing a different project. Or teams may be formed with members from different groups.
Professionalism
In a business school class we obviously expect everyone to act like a professional. You arrive on time and pay attention to whoever has the floor in the classroom. If for some reason you cannot regularly arrive on time and stay till the end of class, please discuss this with the instructor. As in an effective business, we will adapt where necessary to your professional and personal needs. However, disruptive behavior can result in serious reductions in your class participation grade, and can result in failing the course.
Instructor's Academic Integrity Policy
Consistent with the policies of San Jose State University, the Lucas Graduate School of Business, and the Department of Organization and Management, no academic dishonesty will be tolerated in this course. Any evidence of plagiarism or other cheating on any written work will normally result in a grade of "F" being assigned. (Plagiarism is any effort to pass the work of someone else as your own. For example, use of material from Worldwide Web pages without attribution is plagiarism.
In addition to producing a grade of "F," academic dishonesty will also result in a report being made to the San Jose State University Office of Student Affairs and a notation on the student's permanent record. A second offense will typically result in expulsion from the university. 
